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A major contribution to the debate on Peak Oil

“

There is a risk of a vicious circle of rising oil and food prices,
deepening recession, more violence, and consequential interruptions
in supply. It is therefore doubly important that people everywhere
should come to understand the underlying causes in terms of the
depletion of a finite resource.
—Colin Campbell

Colin Campbell, retired
petroleum geologist and executive: ‘For me, this was so to
speak my Peak Oil Moment, as it
became obvious that the age of
consumerism could not continue
indefinitely.’
nestor sander, retired petroleum geologist: ‘The basic message of Peak Oil is that the supply
of this fossil liquid fuel is finite,
exhaustible, and that more than
half of it has been consumed.’
Ugo bardi, academic: ‘If we
work hard enough, we will be
able to have renewable energy in
abundance, although not necessarily for our generation.’
Jean laherrère, retired
petroleum geophysicist and
executive: ‘These experiences and
studies have led me to conclude
that the world does indeed face a
turning point of historic magnitude.’
riChard heinberg, academic:
‘A new way of life will almost certainly emerge from the wreckage
of the fossil-fuelled growth era.’

”

Jean-marie boUrdaire,
retired petroleum geophysicist
and executive: ‘To make a long
story short about my views on
policy matters in the energy world,
suffice to say that I was struck by
the lack of realism and common
sense.’
graham stroUts, academic
and environmentalist: ‘I started to
think differently about how much
we can really predict about the
future.’
alain perrodon, retired
petroleum geologist: ‘I have tried
to adopt a naturalist’s approach
to problems, realising that the
solution often turns out to be more
complex than one can imagine.’
ray leonard, petroleum
geologist and executive: ‘I hope
that the economic hardships of
the worldwide recession will result
in a realisation of the necessity to
shift consumption patterns.’
roger bentley, academic: ‘If
society goes on as it is, without a
dramatic change in how it sources
its energy, then calculations show

that the world will almost certainly
hit its recoverable-resource oil
limit fairly soon.’
matthew simmons, investment banker (obituary): ‘Matt
was arguably the most influential
individual in North America to
warn about the coming peak and
decline of world oil production.’
rUi rosa, academic: ‘If society
goes on as it is, without a dramatic change in how it sources
its energy, then calculations show
that the world will almost certainly
hit its recoverable resource oil
limit fairly soon.’
Jeremy leggett, academic
and executive: ‘I know we have
the clean-energy technologies
and strategies for running a world
without oil, and indeed without any
fossil fuels for that matter.’
KlaUs illUm, retired engineer:
‘We will not find feasible solutions
to the climate problem created by
fossil fuels as long as we think in
terms that have their origin in the
economy and technology of the
fossil-fuel world.’

peaK oil personalities is a collection of biographical essays by some of those
who have played a crucial role in raising awareness about the impact of Peak Oil.
Compiled by Colin Campbell, a pioneering exponent of Peak Oil and a founder of
ASPO, it shows how the various contributors, many with direct experience in the oil
industry, came to realise the importance of the issue for themselves and for society
in general. It also provides a fascinating insight into how new ideas evolve and commonly meet opposition from vested interests and the so-called establishment.
david Fleming, environmentalist and writer (obituary): ‘His
true passion and genius was for
exploring and understanding that
mysterious thing called community, in all its disparate forms.’
miChael rUppert, former
policeman, writer, and activist: ‘I
specifically warned our readers to
get out of debt as much as possible, avoid exposure to the housing
bubble, buy precious metals and
liquidate investments in the stock
market.’
FranCis de winter, retired
engineer: ‘The US consumes the
full body-weight of its total population in petroleum each week. To
somebody who survived on very
little, this is very clearly not a US
need. Instead, it is very clearly a
US disgrace.’
werner Zittel, physicist,
and Jorg sChindler, retired
executive: a joint discussion on
raising Peak Oil awareness in
Germany
Chris sanders, retired investment banker: ‘As the military,

industrial and political complex
marches on, fouling its nest as it
goes, the country is increasingly
irrelevant; it’s just that no one
has told the BBC, CNN, and Fox
News.’
Charles maxwell, investment banker: ‘By 2015, my
research work suggests, the world
will enter a plateau of hydrocarbon liquids production that will
endure four to five years and then
begin to slip inexorably into a long
declining trend.’
amUnd prestegard, retired
film-maker: ‘I believe that we are
in for a very rough ride. Military
power and technological superiority will be the dominating factors
determining who will have and
who will have not.’
Jeremy gilbert, retired
petroleum engineer: ‘I don’t share
Colin Campbell’s pessimism about
the ability of new technology to
locate unexpected sources. I do
believe, though, that the overall
impact of these technological
advances will be relatively small in

terms of when a peak will occur.’
steve andrews, energy
consultant and publicist: ‘As Hubbert said way back in 1982, the
window of opportunity for change
was wide open, but it’s been
steadily closing.’
Chris sKrebowsKi, petroleum consultant and former editor:
‘Working and talking about Peak
Oil sometimes feels a little too
much like the 1993 film “Groundhog Day” in which a weatherman
repeatedly relives the same day.’
walter Ziegler, retired
petroleum geologist: ‘Looking
back at this long career in the oil
business, I have come to conclude
that exploration has become substantially a war of lost causes.’
ron swenson, solar energy
engineer and entrepreneur: ‘I have
always looked for ways of doing
what isn’t getting done, to do
what others can’t or won’t do. If
someone else has it covered, I’m
moving on.’

